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Review of the Copyright Act
• Review of Copyright Act now before
MPs in the Industry Committee
• Potential of comprehensive review
engaging a great many stakeholders
• Report produced for Ministers
• Review could lead to new legislation

Copyright Act is a balancing act
• Copyright Act is a balance between the rights
of users and the rights of creators
• Copyright discussions in Ottawa often become
debates with “winners” and “losers”
• 2012 provided greater clarity for education
sector, but creators’ groups view the changes
as harmful
• 2018 copyright review is the first opportunity
for Parliament to look at changes made in 2012

What is at stake for educators?
• Scope of copyright review may include educational
use of fair dealing
• Possible change in law that could reverse more than
10 years of legal activities and decisions
• Review could ultimately force new K-12 copyright
tariff(s) that would impose payments for educational
resources that elsewhere in the world are accessed
by teachers and students without a cost

Fair Dealing Guidelines (FDG)
• Supreme Court decision permits
copying “short excerpts” for students
• FDG describe short excerpts and
ensure uniform compliance
• FDG is a focus of criticism (has
withstood claims of “unfair dealing”
in courts and at Copyright Board)

Current lobby
• Publishers, Access Copyright and artists’
groups are active in Ottawa claiming
economic hardship due to 2012 changes
• They are using unfounded claims of
teachers’ misuse of fair dealing
• Asking for MPs to reverse 2012 changes
to fair dealing respecting education

Current situation
• Publishers’ lobby has
been very vocal in Ottawa
and elsewhere
• Arguments against education sector’s
use of fair dealing are not supported by facts
• Educators’ argument must make case for benefits
to students and include a fact-based rebuttal of
publishers’ claims
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Effectively stating educators’ case
• Key messages of education sector’s
copyright policy position
• Explanation of “10% of a work”
• Rebuttal of publishers’ claims
• Relate benefits to Canadian
students

Key messages for educators
• FDG is sound public policy; fair and reasonable;
places teachers and students on level playing field
• Teachers are professional and responsible
• Education sector supports Canadian creators
– paying millions for Canadian content

Key messages for educators
• MPs are being asked to reverse Supreme Court
ruling (publishers are looking for legislative fix
where they are not able to win with legal actions)
• It is premature to review educational use of fair
dealing; everyone still adjusting to “the new normal”

Explanation of “10% of a work”
• FDG are in accordance with international standards
• U.S. courts have found that copying 10% of a work,
or a chapter where the work has 10 or more
chapters, is fair use
• Other countries that accept 10% copying limit, or a
chapter of a work include Australia and New Zealand
• Israel education sector and publishers established a
20% copying limit in a mediation settlement

Effectively stating educators’ case
 Key messages of education sector’s
copyright policy position
 Explanation of “10% of a work”

• Rebuttal of publishers’ claims
• Relate benefits to Canadian students
Arguments against education sector’s
use of fair dealing are not supported by facts

#1: “It’s a legislative loophole.”
• Publishers claim that the FDG are a result of a legislative
“loophole” that can be fixed by MPs during the review of
the Copyright Act
• FACTS: Interpretation of fair dealing is a result of
Parliament adding “education” as a new purpose in the
fair dealing provision and a Supreme Court of Canada
decision interpreting how fair dealing is applied for
educational purposes
• It is the Supreme Court decision that permits teachers to
copy “short excerpts” for students in their classes

#2: “Teachers copy textbooks.”
• Publishers have made unsubstantiated claims that
teachers are copying whole textbooks
• FACTS: The Supreme Court and Copyright Board have
found no evidence of textbook reproduction
• The decline of textbook sales is due to other factors:
•
•
•
•
•

declining enrolment
adoption of semester teaching
longer lifespan of textbooks
increasing use of Internet and electronic resources
more resource-based learning

#3: “We’re in dire straits.”
• Publishers claim that loss of tariff payment places
Canadian publishers in dire financial straits
• FACTS: A 2014 Statistics Canada report documents
that the publishing industry had an operating profit
margin of 11.7 %
• The top revenue category is “educational titles”
• Large educational publishers in Canada are
internationally owned and industry trends are global

#4: “The solution is to legislate.”
• Publishers are lobbying MPs to amend the fair dealing
provision and restore tariffs, arguing that this will
reverse the decline of the publishing industry
• FACTS: A legislative amendment would neither address
evolving education practices nor bring about a return to
the use of textbooks
• The Copyright Act is not a tool to adjust rights that have
been set down in litigation and decisions made by the
Supreme Court of Canada

#5: “It’s the end of Canadian content.”
• Publishers claim that fair dealing is the end of
educational resources with Canadian content
• FACTS: The education sector has not reduced its
spending on learning resources or its support for
Canadian content
• The education sector is developing and purchasing
learning resources rather than buying publishers’
textbooks, and in doing so, is directly supporting the
development of Canadian content

New educator-creator relationships
• Education ministries and school boards are entering into
direct arrangements with on-line subscription-based
resources, creators’ groups, and individual creators (i.e. BC’s
Digital Classroom Collection)
• Ministries’ programs promote the use of local artistic works
in classroom (i.e. NS’s Culture Action Plan, BC’s Arts
Education Program, ON’s Artists in the Classroom)
• Educators are increasingly using ministry/teacher generated
resources in the classroom
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• Relate benefits to
Canadian students

2012 changes were forward looking
• 2012 changes to Copyright Act clarified copyright regime
and established legal framework for the digital age
• Supreme Court of Canada clarified what fair dealing means
when teachers communicate or copy “short excerpts” for
their students
• Fair Dealing Guidelines established to help educators deal
fairly with use of copyright-protected works in the classroom
• 2012 changes balances the rights of students and rights
of creators

Students benefit from available materials
• We are living in a digital age where content creation and
technological distribution provide for enriched and current
learning resources
• Technology allows for transitioning away from physical
print resources to electronic resources, many licensed or
within public domain
• Use of new educational and pedagogical opportunities
have seen a tremendous rise in online education and
electronic content delivery, and use of teacher/studentcreated materials

Government’s dilemma in changing times
• Need to support industries’ transitioning business models
through times of change
• Digital age has caused international disruptions to business
trends and growth – including in the publishing industry
• There may be political and public policy reasons to subsidize
industries via grants and support programs
• However, it is not good public policy to subsidize an
industry by amending the Copyright Act to reverse
decisions made by the Supreme Court of Canada

Canadian copyright regime
has it right
• Copyright law has a history of legal precedence, and a recent
set of amendments for education and copyright matters
• Regime places learning Canadians on the same level playing
field as students in the U.S. and around the world
• Educational use of fair dealing provides students and
teachers with reasonable access to the content they need
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